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Guide to Computer Forensics and InvestigationsCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	The rapid advance of technology has changed and influenced how we think about gathering digital
	evidence. Soon after the attacks on the World Trade Center in New York City on September 11,
	2001, many young men and women volunteered to serve their country in different ways. For those
	who did not choose the military, options included...
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Everything Changes: The Insider's Guide to Cancer in Your 20's and 30'sJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
"By page three of the introduction to Everything Changes, I wanted not only to devour the rest of the book, but I wanted to call Kairol up, get to know her, and (if we weren't both already married) see if I could sleep with her. Then the book got really good. It is, without doubt, the most forthright, emotionally sophisticated, and plain-old...
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Wild Bill: The True Story of the American Frontier's First GunfighterSt Martin Press, 2019

	
		The definitive true story of Wild Bill, the first lawman of the Wild West, by the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Dodge City.

		

		In July 1865, "Wild Bill" Hickok shot and killed Davis Tutt in Springfield, MO?the first quick-draw duel on the frontier....
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Social Location Marketing: Outshining Your Competitors on Foursquare, Gowalla, Yelp & Other Location Sharing SitesQue, 2011

	Social Location Marketing


	 


	Breakthrough social location marketing techniques for promoting your service, product, or venue!


	 


	Social Location Marketing offers...
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Chances Are: Adventures in ProbabilityViking Adult, 2006
A layman’s journey into the realm of probability—from poker to politics, weather to war,   Monte Carlo to mortality  

  We search for certainty, but find only likelihood. All things are possible, only one thing actually   happens; everything else is in the realm of probability. The twin disciplines of...
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Inside Greek U.: Fraternities, Sororities, and the Pursuit of Pleasure, Power, and PrestigeUniversity Press of Kentucky, 2007
One in ten American college students joins a fraternity or sorority, and Greek social organizations produce a disproportionately large percentage of power brokers in business and politics. Statistics show that while these future leaders are on campus, they are much more likely than non-Greek students to engage in binge drinking and to be either the...
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Now You Know: The Book of AnswersHounslow Press, 2003
Our daily lives are filled with little sayings and habits that we don't think much about. Many of them have their roots in history and were passed down from our ancestors, and though the reasons for them have often been forgotten, they linger still. Have you ever wondered:
- Why is there a best man at weddings and why are brides carried over...
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Matrix and Tensor Calculus: With Applications to Mechanics, Elasticity and AeronauticsDover Publications, 2008
This volume is based on a series of lectures on matrix calculus and tensor calculus, and their applications, given under the sponsorship of the Engineering, Science, and Management War Training (ESMWT) program, from August 1942 to March 1943. The group taking the course included a considerable number of outstanding research engineers and directors...
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Straight from the Hood: Amazing but True Gangster TalesStrategic Media Books, 2011

	Many books have written about the black gangster. They have been, for the most part, lengthy tomes focusing on the kingpins of the gangland scene, gangsters with names like Nicky Barnes, Frank Lucas, Lorenzo Fat Cat Nichols and Kenneth Supreme McGiff. Yet there are many stories about the black gangsta that have not received much press...
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Lectures on Classical Differential Geometry: Second Edition (Dover Books on Mathematics)Dover Publications, 1988

	This book has developed from a one-term course in differential geometry given for juniors, seniors, and graduate students at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. It presents the fundamental conceptions of the theory of curves and surfaces and applies them to a number of examples. Some care is given to historical, biographical, and...
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Compositing Visual Effects: Essentials for the Aspiring ArtistFocal Press, 2007
Put the essential concepts and techniques of digital compositing to work for you without the need of a single mathematical equation. Compositing Visual Effects is lavishly illustrated with hundreds of film shots, figures, illustrations and diagrams to help the visual reader gain a valuable vocabulary and understanding of the full range of visual...
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Macroeconomics: Principles and PolicyCengage Learning, 2008


	As usual, when preparing a new edition, we have made many small changes to

	improve clarity of exposition and to update the text both for recent economics

	events and for relevant advances in the literature. But this time we have focused on one

	particular addition that will, so far as we have been able to find out, differentiate this...
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